We describe how VSP interferometric imaging of transmitted P-to-S (P S) waves can be used to delineate the flanks of salt bodies. Unlike traditional migration methods, interferometric P S imaging does not require the migration velocity model of the salt or upper sediments in order to image the salt flank. Synthetic elastic examples show that P S interferometric imaging can clearly delineate the upper and lower boundaries of a realistic salt body model. Results also show that P S interferometric imaging is noticeably more accurate than the conventional migration method in the presence of static shifts and/or migration velocity errors. However, the illumination area of the P S transmitted waves is limited by the width of the shot and geophone aperture, which means wide shot offsets and deeper receiver wells are needed for comprehensive salt flank imaging. Interferometric imaging results for VSP data from the Gulf of Mexico demonstrate its superiority over the traditional migration method. We also discuss other arrivals, such as P p reflections, which can be used for interferometric imaging of salt flanks. For comparison, reduced-time migration results are also 1 presented, which are similar in quality to those obtained for interferometric imaging. We conclude that P S interferometric imaging of VSP data provides the geophysicist with a new tool by which salt flanks can be viewed from both above and below the VSP geophone locations.
INTRODUCTION
Seismic migration was originally developed for common-depth-point (CDP) data, and then extended to vertical seismic profile (VSP) data and crosswell data. The most common wave types used are P p reflection waves, because they can effectively illuminate horizontal and obliquely dipping interfaces. In the case of delineating near vertical interfaces, P p reflection migration is typically ineffective. To overcome this limitation, migration of P S transmitted waves was proposed to solve the steep boundary problem in VSP data (e.g., Keho, 1986) . While typically effective, the velocity model must be accurately known, which can be a problem for a large salt dome with a huge velocity contrast. To partly remedy this problem, reduced-time migration of P S transmitted waves in VSP data (Sheley and Schuster, 2003) was developed to accurately image subsalt structures. The numerical results in Sheley's paper showed that, with 5% velocity errors, migration of P S transmitted waves provide much more accurate images than P p reflection migration images for steep interfaces.
Also, reduced-time migration can mostly remove the distortion caused by an incorrect migration velocity model and static shifts in the data.
To mitigate problems due to an incorrect velocity model and static shifts, Schuster (2003) suggested a semi-natural migration method to image below the salt. The main idea is illustrated in Figure 1 . For stellar images (see leftside of Figure 1 ) viewed with a telescope, we assume that a perfect image of a guide star is known and can be compared to the real-time image of the guide star distorted by the fluctuating atmosphere. This comparison allows us to compute (and remove) the real-time phase distortions of light through the atmosphere to give a perfect image of the guide 2 star. In practice, the geometry of the optical lens is adjusted in real time to provide these phase corrections. Since the trajectory of the guide star photons is similar to that for the star of interest, then these phase corrections will also render a nearly perfect image of the star of interest. Similarly, the kinematic distortions of a seismic image caused by an incorrect migration velocity can be corrected by a seismic "guide star", as illustrated on the right side of Figure 1 . Here the trajectories of the specular rays to the seismic guide star layer coincide with those to the reflector of interest. If the guide star traveltimes are known, then they can be used to correct for the phase distortions due to propagation through the salt. Schuster (2003) illustrated this concept using synthetic data for a basalt model. However, the difficulty is in manually selecting arrivals in the data that can be used as guide star events. This can be both tedious and prone to selection errors.
By using the principle of stationary phase migration (Schuster, 2004a) , guide star events can be automatically selected for interferometrically removing the kinematic effects of salt or overburden in VSP, CDP and HSP (horizontal-seismic-profile) data. In this paper, we introduce a novel use for seismic interferometry: interferometric imaging of salt boundaries by transmitted P S waves in VSP data. This method completely overcomes the need to know the velocity structures of the salt or the overburden. It also eliminates statics problems at the source and it only requires a rough estimate of the P -and S-velocity distribution beneath the salt. We also discuss the use of reflection events to image salt flanks or sediment interfaces.
The first part of this paper presents the theory of interferometric imaging for P S transmitted and reflected waves in VSP data, and the second part presents numerical results. The numerical results consist of salt flank images for both synthetic and field VSP data. The interferometric migration images are compared to those obtained from reduced-time migration and standard Kirchhoff migration.
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THEORY
The goal is to migrate P S transmitted arrivals and image the boundary points x 0 along the lower salt flank shown in Figure 2a . Assume sources at the surface, multi-component receivers in the well, and the velocity of the salt body and above is unknown. Using the interferometric datuming approach proposed by Schuster et al.(2004c) , we can redatum (see Appendix A) the P S transmitted arrival from its surface source to a virtual source located in the well without knowing the salt model:
* represents the spectral crosscorrelation function between the P S and P P transmitted arrivals, which asymptotically are given as
) and
) . Here t P P (x 0 ) and t P S (x 0 ) account for the geometrical spreading and transmission losses for the P P and P S rays which refract at the points x 0 and x 0 on the salt boundary, respectively; the timesτ P xy andτ S xy are defined, respectively, as the propagation times of the P and S waves between x and y. The source spectrum is represented as W (ω), s is the source position, and g and g represent the geophone locations for recording the P S and P P arrivals, respectively. The redatumed data d(g , g) are equivalent to single well imaging (SWI) data with the virtual sources at g and the receivers at g. If g and g are selected as the end points of the specular P P and P S rays that emanate from the same point x * 0 (see Figure 3a ) at the salt boundary, then the asymptotic form of equation 1 is:
where C is an asymptotic constant (Bleistein, 1984; Van Kampen, 1958; Felsen and Marcuvitz, 1973) . In this case, the obvious migration formula for the redatumed data in equation 1 is given as:
where τ S xg and τ P xg are the calculated S-and P -traveltimes from the virtual sources at g and receivers at g with the trial image point at x (see Appendix A). The ray diagram for this imaging formula is illustrated in Figure 2b , showing that interferometric P S imaging of the original VSP data is equivalent to estimating the location of the salt flank interface by a single well imaging experiment. The migration velocities of the salt model and shallow sediments are not required, but the P -and S-migration velocities of the sediments between the well and salt are required. These required velocities can be possibly obtained from sonic logs, but there are major problems in their upscaling and downscaling. We assume here the overburden velocity errors are much larger than the upscaling and downscaling errors. One of the limitations of P S interferometric imaging is that it suffers from a more limited area of imaging on the salt flank. That is, both the specular P P arrival and its associated specular P S arrival must be recorded at geophone positions g and g , where g and g might be widely separated. Thus, a long receiver array is needed to achieve a wide illumination area on the salt flank. In comparison, P S reduced time migration only requires the recording of the P S and P P arrivals at the common geophone position g, so that a shorter array length can achieve the same illumination of the salt flank as P S interferometric imaging.
Reduced Time Migration. The theory of reduced-time migration was presented by Sheley and Schuster (2003) . For the P S transmission example, the reduced-time migration formula is given as:
where the timing error τ error sg for the specular P S raypath is calculated by:
where (τ
) is the picked traveltime for the specular direct P P arrival which crosses the salt at x 0 and recorded at the geophone g , and (τ Pp and Ps Reflection Imaging. Interferometric imaging can also be used to image reflector boundaries with P p reflected arrivals and P P transmitted arrivals, as well as with P p reflected arrivals and P s reflected arrivals (see Figures 4 and 5) . In this paper, uppercase P or S designates the transmitted wave and lowercase p or s means reflected wave. For P P and P p interferometric imaging, the input data φ(g, g , s)
* consist of the correlation between the P p reflection arrival in the upper layer and the P P transmission arrival that transmits across the nearly horizontal interface of the lower layer in Figure 4a . The obvious migration formula for the P p and P P correlated arrivals is:
For a regular VSP geometry, the subtraction of traveltimes in equation 6 will lead to less horizontal resolution but higher vertical resolution compared to the standard Kirchhoff P P reflection imaging formula (Schuster et al., 2004c) . Moreover, an insufficient summation over a small number of geophones will lead to incomplete cancellation of migration artifacts and poor spatial resolution.
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Appendix B validates equation 6 using stationary phase theory.
For reflection P s and P p interferometric imaging, the input data φ(g , g , s)
* consist of the correlation between the P p reflection and the P s reflection arrivals in Figure 4a . The obvious migration formula is:
Compared to P P and P p interferometric imaging, the advantage of interferometric imaging of P s and P p reflections is that fewer geophones are needed to image the deep reflectors; the disadvantage is that strong reflectors are needed to generate reflected P s waves. If migration artifacts are a problem, then wavepath migration or perhaps specular interferometry (Schuster and Zhou, 2005; and Luo, 2005) might mitigate this problem. Appendix C validates the imaging capability of equation 7 using stationary phase theory.
Figures 5 shows how salt flanks can be interferometrically imaged with specular reflections off the flank. Here, the spectral crosscorrelation function between the direct P and reflected P p arrivals
* , and the obvious migration formula is:
This idea is closely related to virtual source imaging of salt flanks proposed by Calvert et al. (2004) .
Appendix D demonstrates the validity of equation 8 using stationary phase theory.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To demonstrate its effectiveness, we delineate impedance boundaries by interferometrically imag-ing P S transmitted waves in both synthetic and field VSP data. For comparison, we also migrate the same data with a Kirchhoff-like migration method and with reduced-time migration. To avoid correlation artifacts by crosscorrelation of traces, picked traveltimes were used to explicitly shift traces according to equation 2.
Model with Flat Lower Salt Boundary
In this numerical test, the goal is to use VSP data to interferometrically image the lower boundary 
Elastic Salt Model
An oil company provided us with 2D elastic synthetic data from their marine salt model. The Pwave and S-wave velocity models are shown in Figure 12 . The horizontal width and vertical depth of the models are 16 km and 11 km, respectively. There are 319 shots evenly distributed on the model's surface, and 21 receivers just below the salt from the depths of 7000 m to 7750 m. Both the X-components and Z-components are generated and shown in Figures 12c and 12d , respectively.
There are strong transmitted wave arrivals in the X-component for both the P P S (converted at the lower boundary) and the P SS (converted at the upper boundary) events.
Unfortunately, ray tracing results of almost the same model in Figure 13 show that there is a very narrow illumination aperture for P S waves along the lower boundary of the salt. The P S illumination aperture is denoted as the solid line in Figures 12a and 12b . The direct P and the direct S arrivals are windowed to promote clean migration images. Figure 14 compares the standard transmitted P S migration image with that of the interferometric transmitted P S migration within the illumination aperture. It shows that P S interferometric imaging can provide more accurate results than the standard P S migration results. In addition, Figure 15 shows that P S interferometric imaging can accurately delineate the upper salt boundary. If more VSP receivers are provided, a larger illumination aperture is expected and better interferometric migration results for both boundaries should be obtained.
Marine VSP Data
An offset VSP experiment was carried out by an anonymous seismic contractor in the Gulf of Mexico.
The VSP geometry is shown in Figure 16 Figure 17 . The P -wave velocity model is generated from well information (see Figure 16 ), and constant sediment velocities above the well control are assumed. The S-wave velocity model was estimated from P S transmission and reflection traveltimes associated with the near-vertically incident P S waves ( Figure 16 ). The P-to-S velocity ratios of 1.6 and 2.7 were used for the salt body and sediments, respectively. Prior to migration, the traces were rotated by maximizing the P -wave energy. This was first done for the X-and Y-components, maximizing the energy on the X-component direct wave; then it was performed on the Z-and X-components, maximizing the Z-component direct wave energy. The events with the desired moveout velocity were picked and flattened. The flattened gathers were median and bandpass filtered and unflattened. The operation of f − k filtering was ineffective at isolating the S-waves since the velocity of the S-waves in the salt is similar to that of P -waves traveling in clastic sediments. Also, some of the S-waves events are spatially aliased in the sediments (Sheley, 2001) . Figure 18 shows the isolated P SS events (bottom, converted on the upper boundary) and P P S events (top, converted on the lower boundary) for the 150 m offset gather.
The standard migration, reduced-time migration and interferometric migration methods are applied to the P SS and P P S events separately. Comparisons among the migration results are made in Figure 19 for the P SS events and in Figure 
CONCLUSIONS
The effectiveness of salt flank imaging is tested using the P S interferometric migration, reducedtime migration and Kirchhoff migration methods. Several synthetic VSP data examples and one VSP data example were used to demonstrate the superiority of interferometric migration and reducedtime migration over the standard migration method. Specifically, interferometric migration and reduced-time migration are largely insensitive to inaccuracies in the overburden or salt model as well as to source statics. The major advantage of P S transmission migration compared to reflection migration without turning rays is that it is capable of illuminating the boundary of salt flanks above the receivers (and nearly vertical boundaries if they exist). Compared to the complementary "lookdown" method of P p reflection migration, interferometric migration does not require knowledge of the overburden velocity and so can dramatically decrease image defocusing due to timing errors associated with either an incorrect migration velocity or a static shift.
Our synthetic and field data tests demonstrated the following: 1). The standard reflection migration method is ineffective for imaging nearly vertical layers, and requires an accurate velocity model of the salt and overburden for imaging sub-horizontal reflectors.
If there is a strong static shift in the data, the reflectors/transmitters will be incorrectly imaged.
2). Reduced-time migration can remove much of the image defocusing due to shifts and/or migration velocity errors. The CPU demands are no more than that of standard migration, only requiring a subtraction of the natural traveltimes and the calculated traveltimes. But it can be somewhat sensitive to the selection of the reference interface for reflection imaging, and requires manual effort to estimate the correct reference traveltime. migration; e) It suffers from a more limited area of imaging on the salt flank. That is, both the specular P P arrival and its associated specular P S arrival must be recorded at geophone positions g and g , where g and g might be widely separated. Thus, a long receiver array is needed to achieve a wide illumination area on the salt flank. In comparison, P S reduced time migration only requires the recording of the P S and P P arrivals at the common geophone position g, so that a shorter array length can achieve the same illumination of the salt flank as P S interferometric imaging. 
APPENDIX A. P S − P P Transmission Interferometry
This section proves the validity of equations 2 and 3 as redatuming and migration operations, respectively. At high frequencies, the specular P P and P S transmission arrivals in Figure 2a can be represented, respectively, by:
where τ statics is the source-related static error, and the receiver locations for the specular events in the well are represented by either primed (for the specular P S transmission arrivals) or unprimed (for the specular P P transmission arrivals) g's; the traveltimes with the tildes represent picked
Fermat traveltimes, and those without the tildes represent the model-based calculated times. Other terms are defined by the description that follows equation 2. We now prove that:
yields kinematically redatumed traces for virtual sources at g and geophones at g.
Assume that for a pair of fixed geophone positions g and g in the well, we can always find a source position s * and a salt boundary point x = x * 0 such that they intercept the specular rays s * x * 0 g and s * x * 0 g shown in Figure 3a . We will now show that the exponential argument in equation 11
has the stationary value (τ
) for integration (approximated a summation) over s. This demonstrates the validity of equation 11 as a kinematic redatuming formula, where the source is redatumed to be at g , the receiver is at g and the source excitation time is −2τ P x * 0 g . According to Fermat's principle for P P (or P S) rays, the difference between diffraction and specular P P (or P S) traveltimes for Figure 3b is greater than or equal to zero:
These differences are never zero unless the source point at s coincides with the specular source point s * shown in Figure 3a . Here, we assume that there is only one unique stationary point for the model of interest. So that
which says that functions f 1 (s) and f 2 (s) are both stationary and zero at the same point s * . Thus, their difference is also zero and stationary at s * , i.e.,
Exponential Argument in Equation 11
(τ
or rearranging we get: 
where C is an asymptotic constant (Bleistein, 1984; Van Kampen, 1958; Felsen and Marcuvitz, 1973) . The exponential phase term in this formula is the same as that for a wavefield excited by a zero-phase source at g that launches an S wave at x * 0 , at which a P wave is reflected back toward g; in this case the source is excited at the advanced excitation time of −2τ P x * 0 g . Thus, the source has been effectively redatumed from the surface to be at g along the well.
The obvious migration formula in this case for finding the salt flank is:
where x is the trial image point. When x → x * , equation 17 gives coherent migration focusing at
where C is an asymptotic constant. A problem with the imaging formula in equation 17 is that it suffers from poor spatial resolution. Schuster et al (2004) suggested that wavepath migration with incidence angle constraints (Sun and Schuster, 2001 ) rather than Kirchhoff migration be used to possibly mitigate the poor resolution problem.
B. P p − P P Reflection Interferometry
At high frequencies, the specular P P transmitted and reflected P p arrivals in Figure 4a can be represented, respectively, by:
where t P P (x 0 ) and r P p (x 0 ) account for the geometrical spreading and transmission/reflection losses for the P P and P p rays that intercept the points x 0 and x 0 , respectively.
Similar to P S transmission interferometry, the redatuming formula is:
Following the same derivation in Appendix A, we obtain the function h(s) which is stationary at a source position s * : 
where C is an asymptotic constant.
The obvious migration formula in this case for imaging the reflector is:
where x is the trial image point. When x → x * , equation 24 gives perfect migration focusing at x * 0 :
C. P s − P p Reflection Interferometry
At high frequencies, the specular P p and P s reflection arrivals in Figure 4a can be represented, respectively, by:
where r P s (x 0 ) and r P p (x 0 ) account for the geometrical spreading and reflection losses for the P s and P p rays that intercept the points x 0 and x 0 , respectively.
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Following the same derivation in Appendix A, we obtain the function h(s) which is stationary at a source position s * :
where the source s * and boundary x * 0 points are found for a pair of fixed geophone positions g and g in the well such that they intercept the specular rays s * x * 0 g and s * x * 0 g in Figure 4b . But h(s) is precisely the exponential argument in equation 28, so that asymptotically the summation in equation 28 becomes:
The obvious migration formula for imaging the reflector is:
where x is the trial image point. When x → x * , equation 31 gives perfect migration focusing at x * 0 :
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D. P p − P Reflection Interferometry
At high frequencies, the direct P and specular P p reflection arrivals in Figure 5a can be represented, respectively, by:
where t P (g ) and r P p (x 0 ) account for the geometrical spreading and transmission/reflection losses for the P and P p rays.
where the source s * and boundary x * 0 points are found for a pair of fixed geophone positions g and g in the well such that they intercept the specular rays s * x * 0 g and s * g in Figure 5b . But h(s) is precisely the exponential argument in equation 35, so that asymptotically the summation in equation 35 becomes:
The obvious migration formula for imaging the salt flank is:
where x is the trial image point. When x → x * , equation 38 gives perfect migration focusing at x * 0 :
LIST OF FIGURES 2. Transmitted P S converted waves in VSP data can be used to image the salt flank without needing to know the salt velocity model. Left picture shows conventional P S rays for a VSP experiment; right picture shows rays after transformation to apparent single well imaging data by interferometry.
3. a). Source position s * and boundary point x * 0 are found for a pair of fixed geophone positions g and g in the well such that they intercept the specular rays s * x * 0 g and s * x * 0 g; b) Diffraction (thin), specular (thick), P S (dash) and P P (solid) rays for a source at s.
4. Horizontal reflectors might be interferometrically imaged using 1) reflected P p and transmitted P P arrivals; 2) reflected P p and reflected P s arrivals.
5. Salt flank boundaries can be interferometrically imaged using direct P -wave arrivals and 18. Desired events were picked, flattened, median filtered, unflattened, and bandpass filtered to produce these gathers. (Top) the P P S events; (Bottom) the P SS events. 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 @ @ B A A 
